Abstract: We consider the variational discretization of elliptic Dirichlet optimal control problems with constraints on the control. The underlying state equation, which is considered on smooth twoand three-dimensional domains, is discretized by linear finite elements taking into account domain approximation. The control variable is not discretized. We obtain optimal error bounds for the optimal control in two and three space dimensions and prove a superconvergence result in two dimensions provided that the underlying mesh satisfies some additional condition. We confirm our analytical findings by numerical experiments.
Introduction
Dirichlet boundary control plays an important role in many practical applications such as active boundary control of flows. If one is interested in control by blowing and suction on parts of the boundary only, boundary controls with low regularity should be admissible which even may develop jump discontinuities. In model based optimization with boundary controls the flow often is modeled with the help of the Navier-Stokes equations whose classical variational formulation does not allow for Dirichlet boundary data with jump discontinuities, see [6, 9] , so that the concept of very weak solutions [11] has to be applied instead, see [2] for a more detailed discussion. Moreover, pointwise bounds on the control actions have to be considered in practice.
In the present work we consider as model problem Dirichlet boundary control of an elliptic equation with L 2 -boundary controls subject to pointwise bounds on the controls. The state equation is posed on a bounded, smooth domain in R d , d = 2, 3. Our aim is to develop and analyze a finite element concept which is tailored to the numerical treatment of pointwise bounds, and at the same time is able to cope with the low regularity of the control and the state. To this purpose we propose an approximation of the state equation using piecewise linear, continuous finite elements taking into account domain approximation. The controls are not discretized explicitly, but implicitly (variationally) through the optimality conditions associated with the discrete optimal control problem. Our main result, see Theorem 4.1, is an O(h | log h|) bound for the L 2 -error of optimal control and state. In two space dimensions and under additional conditions on the underlying mesh we are able derive the improved error bound O(h 3 2 ), which reflects a superconvergence effect. There are only few contributions to Dirichlet boundary control reported in the literature. Casas and Raymond in [5] consider semilinear elliptic Dirichlet boundary control problems with pointwise bounds on two-dimensional convex polygonal domains Ω. Denoting by u the optimal control they are able to prove the optimal result u − u h 0,∂Ω ≤ Ch 1−1/p .
Here, u h denotes the optimal discrete boundary control which they find in the space of piecewise linear, continuous finite elements on ∂Ω, and p ≥ 2 depends on the smallest angle of the boundary polygon. For control functions of the form
q i f i with given f i ∈ H 5/2 (Γ) and box-constrained q ∈ R n , Vexler in [14] provides a finite element analysis for two-dimensional bounded polygonal domains and proves
In a recent paper [12] May, Rannacher and Vexler consider Dirichlet boundary control without control constraints on two-dimensional convex polygonal domains, where they present optimal error estimates for the state and the adjoint state. Important ingredients are duality techniques and an optimal error estimate in H −1/2 for the control. Our paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present the mathematical setting and formulate the optimal control problem. In Section 3 we examine the finite element discretization of the state equation taking into account the approximation of the domain. In Section 4 we introduce the discrete control problem and prove an optimal error estimate for the discrete controls. Section 5 deals with superconvergence properties of boundary controls induced by finite element partitions with certain regularity properties. In Section 6 we finally present numerical results which confirm our analytical findings.
For a domain or hypersurface Q and s ≥ 0, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ we denote by W s,p (Q) the usual Sobolev space and by · s,p,Q its norm. If p = 2 we write W s,2 (Q) = H s (Q) with norm · s,Q .
Mathematical setting
Let Ω ⊂ R d (d = 2, 3) be a bounded domain with a smooth boundary Γ := ∂Ω and consider the differential operator
where for simplicity the coefficients a ij and a 0 are assumed to be smooth functions onΩ. In what follows we assume that a ij = a ji , a 0 ≥ 0 in Ω and that there exists c 0 > 0 such that
we consider the boundary value problem
It is well-known that (2.1) has a unique solution y ∈ H 1 2 (Ω) which we denote by y = G(u). Note that y solves the problem in the sense that
where
a ij φ x j ν i and ν is the outer unit normal to Γ.
In order to define an approximation of (2.1) we also introduce the bilinear form a :
Next, let α > 0 and y 0 ∈ W 1,r (Ω),r > d be given. We then consider the Dirichlet boundary control problem min u∈U ad
Existence of a unique solution u ∈ U ad of (2.3) follows by standard arguments. This solution is characterized by the variational inequality
where z = G(v). Let us introduce the adjoint state p ∈ H 2 (Ω) ∩ H 1 0 (Ω) as the solution of the following boundary value problem:
It is not difficult to see that the optimal control u is given by
where P [a,b] denotes the pointwise projection onto the interval [a, b].
Lemma 2.1. Let u ∈ U ad be the solution of (2.3) with corresponding state y and adjoint state p. Then
Proof. Elliptic regularity implies that p ∈ H 2 (Ω) and hence ∂ ν A p ∈ H 1 2 (Γ). In view of (2.6) we then have u ∈ H 1 2 (Γ) (cf. [5] , p. 1590) which in turn yields y ∈ H 1 (Ω). Repeating the above argument we obtain p ∈ H 3 (Ω) and then ∂ ν A p ∈ H 3 2 (Γ). Therefore u ∈ H 1 (Γ) and y ∈ H 3 2 (Ω). Using an embedding theorem, the above regularity of ∂ ν A p also implies that u ∈ W 1− 1 r ,r (Γ) for some r > d. Hence, y ∈ W 1,r (Ω) and since y 0 ∈ W 1,r (Ω) we finally obtain p ∈ W 3,r (Ω) for some d < r ≤r again by elliptic regularity.
Finite element discretization
Let T h be a triangulation of a polygonal domain Ω h approximating Ω. We assume that all vertices on ∂Ω h =: Γ h also lie on Γ and that at most one face of a simplex T ∈ T h belongs to Γ h . Furthermore, we suppose that the triangulation is quasi-uniform in the sense that there exists a constant κ > 0 (independent of h) such that each T ∈ T h is contained in a ball of radius κ −1 h and contains a ball of radius κh, where h := max T ∈T h diam(T ) is the maximum mesh size. For every T ∈ T h there exists an invertible affine mapping
which maps the standard d-simplexT onto T . Besides the triangulation T h which will be used to define the discrete problem and to carry out the practical calculations we also introduce an exact triangulationT h of Ω. The existence of such a triangulation for sufficiently small h is shown in [3] . In essence, for every T ∈ T h there is a mapping
T is a homeomorphism between Ω h and Ω. The construction in [3] also implies that Φ T = 0 if T has at most one vertex on Γ h so that G h ≡ id on all simplices which are disjoint from Γ h . Furthermore, we have the estimates
Let us next define the space of linear finite elements,
. Let γX h be the restriction to Γ h of functions in X h and denote by P h :
Let us introduce an approximation to the solution operator G as follows. For a given function
In order to deal with the problem that the solutions of (2.1) and (3.3) are defined on different domains we assign to each
h and let
It is not difficult to verify with the help of (3.1) that for
where A h = {x ∈ Ω | dist(x, Γ) < γh} and γ is chosen so large that T ∩Γ =∅T ⊂ A h . Next, by adapting the methods developed in [13] it is possible to show that there exists an interpolation operatorΠ h :
In addition it is possible to constructΠ h in such way thatΠ h φ = 0 on Γ provided that φ = 0 on Γ. If φ ∈ C 0 (Ω) then we can also define the usual Lagrange interpolation operator
h where I h is the Lagrange interpolation operator corresponding to X h . Abbreviating
h ∈ γX h . In view of Lemma 3.1 in [10] we have
Applying (3.6) to (3.2) we see thatP h is characterized by the relation
Furthermore one can show that
Next we prove an L 2 error estimate forỹ h , compare also [2] .
(Ω), y h ∈ X h are the solutions of (2.1) and (3.3) with u h = u • g h respectively. Then there exists h 0 > 0
Proof. In view of the linearity of A it is sufficient to consider the problems where either f ≡ 0 or u ≡ 0. Let us first assume that f ≡ 0 and take s = 1. We denote by y h ∈ H 3 2 (Ω) the solution of
Clearly, y h s+ 1 2 ,
The ellipticity of A and the fact that a 0 ≥ 0 imply together with (3.10) and (3.3)
In view of (3.4), (3.5) and Poincaré's inequality we have
,Ω
.
Estimating I with the help of (3.5) and Young's inequality we obtain for 0 < h ≤ h 0 , h 0 sufficiently small
,Ω . (3.12)
In order to estimate the L 2 -norm of y −ỹ h we employ the usual duality argument, namely denote by ψ ∈ H 2 (Ω) the solution of
Then, (2.2) and integration by parts imply that
Observing that ψ,
we infer from (3.3) and (3.10)
by (3.12), (3.4) and an interpolation estimate. Next, using the continuous embeddings
(Ω) as well as (3.12) we obtain
,Ω ≤ Ch ,Ω ,
,Ω ψ 2,Ω ≤ Ch
in view of (3.11). For II we obtain with the help of (3.7)
and hence using (3.8) and (3.1)
Combining this bound with (3.14), the stability ofP h in H 1 (Γ) and a standard elliptic regularity result we deduce that
Let us next look at the case s = 0 and define ψ ∈ H 2 (Ω) ∩ H 1 0 (Ω) again via (3.13). As above we obtain
Using (3.14) together with an inverse inequality we have
Returning to (3.15) we infer for the second term
Combining the above two bounds we deduce that
The case 0 < s < 1 then follows from (3.16) and (3.17) by interpolation.
(Ω) we can proceed in a similar way as above, starting with a bound of the form y −ỹ h 1,Ω ≤ Ch f 0,Ω followed by a duality argument to give
Since our primary interest lies on the boundary values we leave the details to the reader.
Our next aim is to bound the discrete solution corresponding to f ≡ 0 in terms of u 0,Γ . In order to formulate the result we introduce the distance function d Γ (x) := dist(x, Γ). It follows from [7] , 14.6 that there exists δ > 0 such that
Proof. Let y h be again the solution of (3.10). Since (P h u)
Combining this estimate with (3.11) we deduce
On the other hand, an inverse estimate, (3.5), (3.11) and (3.21) yield
It remains to bound
The ellipticity of A and the fact that a 0 ≥ 0 imply
. Hence, (3.19) and (3.4) yield
For fixedT ∈T h we have observing (3.1) together with the fact that z h ∈ P 1 (T )
where ⊗ denotes the dyadic product of two vectors. In particular
Inserting (3.25) and (3.26) into (3.24) we deduce with the help of (3.22) and (3.23)
Finally, integration by parts and (3.22) imply
Combining this estimate with (3.27) completes the proof.
Error analysis for the control problem
We approximate (2.3) using the variational discretization from [8] . This leads to the following control problem depending on h:
e. on Γ h } and y h,0 = y 0 • G h . It is not difficult to see that (4.1) has a unique solution u h ∈ U h,ad and that this solution is characterized by the variational inequality
It is easy to show that (compare (2.6))
where p h ∈ X h0 and ∂
Theorem 4.1. Let u and u h be the solutions of (2.3) and (4.1) with corresponding states y and y h respectively. Then
Transforming (4.5) to Ω and Γ respectively we obtain
where, using (3.1),
Combining (4.4), (4.6) and (4.7) we deduce
and hence after choosing ǫ > 0 small enough and recalling Lemma 3.1
Using (2.5), (2.2), integration by parts, the definition ofP h and the fact that a h (z h −y h , φ h ) = 0 for φ h ∈ X h0 we obtain
The first integral is estimated with the help of an interpolation inequality and Lemma 3.2:
In view of (3.18) and the coarea formula we have
Next, II = II 1 + II 2 where
We infer from (3.7) and (3.8) that
On the other hand, (3.1) implies
Finally, recalling (3.4) we have
in view of Lemma 3.2. Inserting (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12) into (4.8) and choosing ǫ small enough yields the result.
Superconvergence
In the following section we demonstrate that it is possible to improve the order of convergence under additional conditions on the underlying mesh. We assume from now on that d = 2 making use of the theory developed in [1] , where the following definition can be found: Definition 5.1. The triangulation T h is called O(h 2σ ) irregular if the following holds: a) The set of interior edges of T h can be decomposed into two disjoint sets E 1 and E 2 with the following properties:
• For each e ∈ E 1 let T, T ′ ∈ T h with T ∩ T ′ = e. Then in the parallelogram formed by T ∪ T ′ the lengths of any two opposite edges only differ by O(h 2 ).
•
b) The set of boundary vertices P can be decomposed into two disjoint sets P 1 and P 2 with the following properties:
• For each vertex x ∈ P 1 denote by e ⊂ T, e ′ ⊂ T ′ the two boundary edges sharing x and let t, t ′ be the unit tangents. Also denote by e, f, g and e ′ , f ′ , g ′ the edges obtained by making a clockwise traversal of ∂T, ∂T ′ respectively. Then
• |P 2 | ≤ C where C is independent of h.
The following result is essentially proved in [1] , Lemma 2.5 for functions f belonging to W 3,∞ (Ω). Since we would like to use a corresponding estimate for the solution of the adjoint problem which only belongs to W 3,r (Ω) for some r > 2 we require a suitable modification allowing a boundary term of the discrete test function φ h .
Lemma 5.2.
Suppose that the triangulation T h is O(h 2σ ) irregular and let f ∈ W 3,r (Ω h ) for some r > 2. Then
Proof. Lemma 2.3 in [1] gives
Here, q e is the quadratic function vanishing at the endpoints of e and being equal to 1 4 at the midpoint. Furthermore, n is the unit normal to e pointing away from T while t denotes the unit tangent with the tangents on ∂T being oriented counterclockwise. The numbers α e , β e and γ T,λµ depend on the geometry of T and their precise form can be found in [1] . For our purposes it is sufficient to note that the conditions in Definition 5.1 imply
In view of (5.2) we have
Next, we write as in [ Arguing as in [1] we have
In order to treat I 13 we proceed in a slightly different manner compared to [1] . Let us set
∂t∂n , e ⊂ Γ h as well asB e (f ) := 1 |e| e B e (f ).
Then we can write
A Poincaré type inequality along with a scaling argument yields for g ∈ H 1,q (T ) g − 1 |e| e g 0,q,e ≤ Ch
Applying this estimate with q =q = 2 and using (5.2) as well as an inverse inequality we deduce
For the second term we write as in [1] e⊂Γ h e
where e and e ′ are the edges sharing x. Using (5.4) as well as |t − t ′ | = O(h) for e ∩ e ′ = {x} we have for x ∈ P 1 Thus,
In conclusion,
Combining (5.8) with (5.6) and (5.5) we finish the proof of the lemma. In order to simplify the subsequent analysis we assume from now on that Ω ⊂ R 2 is convex and that A = −∆. As a consequence, Ω h ⊂ Ω and
where P h is again given by (3.2). We extend a function φ h ∈ X h toΩ as follows: if Ω e is the subset of Ω \ Ω h bounded by the boundary edge e ⊂ T ∩ Γ h and the curved segmentẽ ⊂ Γ, thenφ h|Ωe is given by the linear extension of φ h from T . Furthermore, let
where ν h is the constant normal to Γ h on e and δ(x) is chosen in such a way that g h (x) ∈ Γ.
Note that g h is bijective for small h. Given u ∈ H s (Γ), 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, it follows from Theorem 1 in [4] that
(5.10)
We are now in position to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.4. Suppose that the triangulation T h is piecewise O(h 2 ) irregular. Let u and u h be the solutions of (2.3) and (4.1) with corresponding states y and y h respectively. Then
h . Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 let
where now
Since |d h − 1| ≤ Ch 2 in our situation we obtain
Using Lemma 2 in [4] we infer that
On the other hand it follows from (2.10) in [4] that for
Combining the bounds
with (5.13) we deduce from (5.12)
Thus, we deduce from (4.4), (5.11) and (5.14) similarly as in the proof of Theorem 4.1
and hence after choosing ǫ sufficiently small and applying (5.10)
Using (2.5) for our case A = −∆ as well as integration by parts we have
Taking into account (5.9) we infer with the help of Lemma 5.2
Since p ∈ H 3 (Ω) we deduce similarly as above that
Next, recalling the relation
as well as (3.6) we have
In order to deal with the second term we let y = g h (x) ∈ Γ. Since p = 0 on Γ we have that ∇p = ∂ ν p ν on Γ. Hence
As a result we may write
where |r h | ≤ Ch 2 u −ũ h 0,Γ . Now, (3.8) implies
Returning to (5.16) we finally obtain
and the result follows after inserting this estimate into (5.15).
Numerical examples
For our numerical experiments we consider the variational discretization (4.1) of problem (2.3) with the unit circle Ω = B 1 (0) as domain and A = −∆ as differential operator. We set α = 1, a = 0 and b = 1. For the numerical solution of the optimal control problem (4.1) we apply the fixpoint iteration
Here, for given v ∈ U h,ad the function ∂ h ν A p h (v) is defined by (4.3) with y h = G h (v). We note that the variational discrete solution u h may admit active sets whose boundaries do not coincide with finite element nodes, compare Fig. 1(a) , where the boundary control u h (bold) is depicted on a coarse mesh together with function
. We consider two examples and investigate the error functionals
both on a sequence of arbitrary meshes and on a sequence of congruently refined, piecewise O(h 2 ) irregular meshes. Fig. 1(b) shows an arbitrary mesh while Fig. 1(c) depicts a grid of the type which we use to numerically confirm our superconvergence result of Theorem 5.4. Piecewise O(h 2 ) irregular meshes are often generated automatically by congruent refinement, say from an initial grid T 0 containing finitely many triangles T combined with projecting boundary nodes onto smooth domain boundaries. Every sub-triangulation obtained in this way from some T ∈ T 0 then is O(h 2 ) irregular. This in view of Theorem 5.4 explains why in practice one often observes better rates of convergence than expected from the general theory, compare the discussion in [1] . Tables 1 and 2 summarize the mesh-properties in terms of the number of triangles nt, the number of nodes np and the mesh parameter h. For an error functional we define the experimental order of convergence by
Finally for an arbitrary function g : B 1 (0) → R we abbreviateĝ(r, φ) := g(r cos φ, r sin φ), where (r, φ) ∈ (0, 1] × [0, 2π). In our first example we consider problem (2.3) with contiuous data f and smooth data y 0 . For this purpose we set y(r, φ) = r 3 max(0, cos 3 φ) y 0 (r, φ) = (7r 2 cos 2 φ + 6r 2 − 6r) cos φ +ŷ(r, φ) and
Then it is easy to check thatû(1, φ) =û(φ) = max(0, cos 3 φ) solves (2.3) and the associated adjoint variable is given byp(r, φ) = r 3 (r − 1) cos 3 φ. In the present example we deal with classical solutions in the sense that y, p ∈ C 2 (Ω) and u ∈ C 2 (Γ), see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Table 3 summarizes the numerical results for the sequence of arbitrary meshes from Table 1 . In addition to the EOCs for two consecutive meshes also the average and the EOC between coarsest and finest grid is computed in the rows ∅ and 1 9 . The EOC for E 0 u behaves as predicted by Theorem 4.1, whereas the L 2 -error of the state E 0 y converges with a rate of 1.5 faster than predicted. In Table 4 we present the numerical results for our sequence of O(h 2 ) irregular meshes. One clearly observes the superconvergence effect for piecewise O(h 2 ) irregular grids predicted by Theorem 5.4. Again the rate of convergence for E 0 u behaves as expected whereas the EOC for E 0 y is nearly quadratic. Next, let us construct an analytical solution to problem (2.3) in the same way as in the previous example but with less regular data and hence less regular optimal control. We chooseŷ (r, φ) = r 3 max(0, cos φ),
and set f := −∆y. Thenû(1, φ) =û(φ) = max(0, cos φ) solves (2.3) and the associated adjoint variable is given byp(r, φ) = r 3 (r − 1) cos φ. Let us note that f = −∆y has to be understood in the distributional sense, i.e.
where = (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈Ω | x 1 > 0 . Fig. 3(a) shows the optimal state y with the optimal boundary control u and Fig. 3 (b) presents the associated adjoint state p. The convergence behaviour of our error functionals is similar to that observed in the previous example. For arbitrary meshes E 0 u converges linearly as is shown in Table 5 . On our sequence of piecewise O(h 2 ) irregular meshes the convergence rate of this error functional improves to 1.5 as displayed in Table 6 . Again in both cases the behaviour of E 0 y is better than predicted and the convergence rate on our sequence of piecewise O(h 2 ) irregular meshes is higher than on the sequence of arbitrary meshes. 
